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ABSTRACT 
The use of plunger lift ha_s proven to enhance the performance of gas wells with 
liquid production and extend the life of gas reservoirs . These wells often suffer from 
liquid loading problems which severely reduce gas production or kill the well requiring 
swabbing jobs or shut-in periods for pressure buildup. 
Unfortunately , the lack of a through understanding of plunger lift systems leads to 
disappointing results in actual applications . This study develops a plunger lift model that 
incorporates both the dynamic nature of the mechanical plunger system and the reservoir 
performance . The model takes advantage of previous work and incorporates fiictional 
effects of the liquid slug and the expanding gas above and below the plunger . The model 
considers separator and flowline effects and includes modeling of the transient gas 
production after the slug has arrived at the surface. The model yields improved design and 
analysis of plunger lift installations for gas well applications . 
The study discusses relevant parameters in plunger lift operations including , shut-in 
and flowing times , liquid slug size, casing and tubing pressure , and tubing and flowline 
diameter. Recommendations for the optimization and design of plunger lift systems in ga 
wells are also discussed . 
XI 
1.1 Overview 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
A free piston or plunger traveling up and down the tubing length has been used for 
different applications in oil and gas production for decades . The most widespread use is in 
conventional plunger lift . This method , from now on called plunger lift, is an artificial lift 
technique characterized by the use of reservoir energy stored in the gas phase to lift fluids 
to the surface. Fig . 1. I is a schematic of a typical plunger lift installation . The plunger 
acts as an interface between the liquid slug and the gas which helps reduce the 
characteristic ballistic-shape flow pattern of the higher velocity gas phase breaking 
through the liquid phase when the well is tried to be produced in natural flow . 
With an appropriate installation and well production characteristics , the gas 
produced by the reservoir is primaril y stored in the tubing-casing annulus while a liquid 
slug is accumulated in the tubin g. During this condition , called the buildup stage , the 
flowline valve at the surface is closed with some gas also accumulated in the tubin g abov e 
the liquid slug. No fluid is allowed to flow to the surface during this stage . After a certain 
time , when the casing pressure at the wellhead is believed to be adequate , the flowline 
valve opens and thi s condition end s. The gas at the top of the liquid slug expand s and the 
plunger , along with the accumulated liquid , begins travelin g up the tubin g in a period 
called the upstrok e stage . The gas stored in the tubin g-casin g annulu s expand s and 
provides the energy to lift the liquid system . As the plunger approaches the surface the 
liquid slug is produced to the flowlin e. 
Valve Controller 
~ 
Full Bore 
To Flowline 
Motor Valve 
Bumper Spring 
Fig . 1.1. Schematic of a conventional plunger lift installation. 
In some cases, especially for gas wells, additional production after the plunger has 
surfaced is appropriate , increasing the flowing time for each cycle. Such a period i 
generally called afterflow in oil wells and blowdown for gas wells. After this period of 
flow, the flowline is closed, the buildup stage starts again, and the plunger fall t th 
bottom of the well starting a new cycle. 
2 
The use of the plunger as a solid interface between the expanding gas in the 
annulus and the liquid slug helps prevent gas breaking through the slug and decrease s 
liquid fallback. Liquid fallback is undesirable as it represents volume loss from the original 
liquid slug during each cycle . The additional liquid increases the bottom hole flowin g 
pressure and , hence , decreases the reservoir production . 
In general, plunger lift installations are used to produce high gas-liquid ratio 
(GLR) oil wells or for unloading liquids in gas wells . Major advantages over other 
artificial lift methods for lifting liquids , such as sucker rod pump installations , are the 
relatively small investment and reasonable operating costs . 
The plunger also assists in keeping the tubing free of scale and paraffin . 
Limitations include having a sufficient GLR to supply the energy for lifting and sand 
production problems . The main disadvantage , however , of plunger lift systems is the 
complexity of the lifting process and a lack of understanding of optimizing and trouble 
shooting the lift method . 
1.2 Background 
The seminal work to analyze the dynamics of a plunger lift system was that of Fos 
and Gaul. 1 Their efforts were composed of theoretical analysis , experimental work and 
empirical field observations . From this work they developed plunger lift curve for 
different well conditions . 
Their theoretical analysis was based on a static force balance of the plunger-liquid 
system as it approaches the surface . The mathematical model included forces due to ga 
friction in the tubing below the plunger , weight of the plunger and liquid slu 1 , liquid 
3 
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friction , and casing and tubing pressures . A minimum casing pressure was a urned to 
occur when the liquid approached the surface . 
They gathered data from 85 plunger lift wells in the Ventura Avenue Field and 
incorporated it with their theoretical analysis . This resulted in a relation between 
minimum and average casing pressure for plunger operations and led to an equation to 
describe the average casing pressure necessary to bring a certain liquid slug size from 
some depth to the surface . 
Inferred from their experimental and field data , along with some related research , 
they assumed a constant plunger rising velocity of 1,000 fpm, and a constant plunger 
falling velocity of 2,000 fpm and 172 fpm in gas and liquid , respectively . Among other 
assumptions in the analysis , they neglected the gas column weight and the pressure 
differential caused by fluids entering below the plunger. They included gas slippage past 
the plunger by multiplying the estimated gas required for lift by a factor of 1.15. 
The curves generated for different tubing sizes , separator pressures and well 
depths were useful in estimating performance of plunger lift systems . However , they are 
field specific and , even if the assumptions made are correct, the application for different 
fluid properties and tubing-casing configurations may be questioned . 
Foss and Gaul ' s model did not include reservoir performance . To overcome thi 
limitation , Hacksma 2 presented a method for evaluating plunger lift systems using Fos 
and Gaul ' s work and incorporating the reservoir in.flow performance . He showed how to 
estimate the optimum GLR and production rate for a particular plunger lift in tallation 
He also presented techniques to estimate production rates when the GLR wa higher or 
/ 
lower than the optimum GLR . ln these cases the production rate 1s lower than the 
optimum rate . 
Abercrombie 3 later compiled a general description of the equipment and operating 
practices for plunger lift systems . He also reconstructed Foss and Gaul s work in a set of 
tables assuming a 1,000 fpm plunger downstroke velocity through gas instead of the 2. 000 
fpm assumed before . He based this revision on his field observations. 
From a momentum balance on the plunger-liquid system , Lea 4 presented a model 
that simulates the upstroke dynamics of the plunger including the acceleration 
phenomenon . The model calculates instantaneous values of the rising velocity of the 
system , the position of the plunger , and the instantaneous casing pressure . Using this 
model and designing for a minimum plunger surfacing velocity , he found lower operating 
pressures and gas requirements than the previous static methods . 
Rosina 5 developed a dynamic model for the upstroke similar to that of Lea but 
took into account liquid fallback . Fallback was derived from a comparison of model 
simulations with the results of a series of experiments in a 60 ft P]exjglas test facilit . 
Later on , Mower et al.6 directed a laboratory investigation in a 73 5 ft experimental well. 
The reported information includes gas slippage and liquid fall-back during rising and 
falling of 13 different commercial plungers . 
Aver / proposed a dynamic model for the entire cycle , incorporating an IPR for 
solution gas-drive reservoirs . The model hold s the assumption that each c cle stan a 
soon as the plunger arrives at the bottom which is appropriate for oil well . 
Based on the mass and momentum conservation equation , Marcano and hacin 
de veloped a mechanistic model for the full conventional plunger lift c cle Derived from 
Mower et al. empirical data , they used a linear relationship between the avera ge rising 
velocity and liquid fallback during the upstroke stage . They assumed the liquid levels wer 
the same in the tubing and tubing-casing annulus during buildup and at the time th 
upstroke stage begins . For the limited plunger lift installations analyzed in Venezuela 
they found the model predictions agree reasonably well with observed behavior . The al o 
found that for a plunger lift system , the faster the cycle the more the production . 
Hernandez et al.9 presented laboratory experimental results of liquid fallback 
measurements for intermittent gas lift with a plunger. Although they did not carry through 
a specific fallback correlation , they noticed a relationship between the plunger velocity and 
the liquid fallback In addition , they saw a characteristic drop in the velocity of the 
plunger when the top of the liquid column reaches the wellhead . 
Baruzzi and Alhanati 10 recently described a method to predict when it is possible to 
have liquid accumulation only in the tubing during the buildup period . Based on the 
assumption that gas can only be accumulated in the tubing-casing annulus , they showed 
there is a minimum GLR to reach this desirable condition . ln addition , they developed a 
dynamic model similar to those previousl y described and included an afterflow stage, 
called blowdown in this work . The y performed a sensitivit y analysis of the "afterflo w 
time " giving some recommendations for optimization of the plun ger lift system . The 
found that th e window for application of the afterflow stage is relative! narro 
However , they did not speci fy the dynamic s and assumptions included in the mod el 
All these models were based on lifting oil well s. The transient expansi on o f the ga 
above the liquid slug wa s neglected , and mo st of them assumed eparat or pre ure equal 
to wellhead pressure for analyzing the dynamic s of the liquid slu 0 • Additional! , field dat a 
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suggests a blowdown period after the plunger arnves at the surface i an important 
parameter in the optimization of gas wells but no phenomenological model i available or 
this stage . 
1.3 Research Objectives 
The objective of this research is to develop a dynamic model to describe plunger 
lift performance for gas wells. The proposed model overcomes some of the assumption 
used in previous models and includes reservoir performance , gas expansion with friction 
effects. and the transient behavior of the gas at the top of the slug when the valve is open 
It also incorporates a blowdown period usually required in gas wells. The upstrok e 
modeling includes a transition phase that accounts for the production of the slug to the 
flowline. 
The model analyzes the dynamics of the plunger lift system usmg average 
properties in multiple control volumes within the phases, one next to the other , including 
the volume of the flowline, tubing, and annulus. Derivation of the equation and 
assumptions are detailed for future analysis and improvements in plunger lift stem 
modeling. 
Chapter 2 describes the dynamic model developed in thi research . The model wa 
classified in four different compo nents: ( l) the upstroke , (2) the blowdown , ( th 
buildup. and ( 4) the reservoir performance Chapter 3 describes the implementation of th 
model in a computer program . It also include validation of the model b compari on with 
example wells from Avery. Abercrombie and Baruzzi 
Chapter 4 presents a parametric study of simulated plun ge r lift operation in ga 
wells . It analyzes an example well showing the performance for different buildup and 
blowdown periods . The analysis includes gas flowrate , slug size, avera ge upstrok e 
velocity and wellhead casing pressures . Sensitivity analyses of gas-liquid ratio , well 
production rate , reservoir pressure , and liquid fallback are also illustrated in this chapter 
Finally , Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of the study and briefly discusse the 
recommendations for future studies in plunger lift. 
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CHAPTER 2 
DYNAMIC MODEL 
This chapter describes the dynamic model developed in the research. Th 
fundamental conservation equations used in the model are first shown. e>..'1, the up trok 
section separates the dynamics of the plunger and liquid upstroke from the bounda 
conditions given by the gas system above the slug and the gas system behind the plunger. 
The blowdown brings the slug to the separator and yields extra gas production . Th 
buildup section describes the accumulation of liquids in the tubing and the gas in the who I 
system keeping static equilibrium (U-tube), and accounts for downstrok e calculation 
Finally, the gas reservoir performance used in all stages is described . 
2.1 Basic Equations 
The dynamic of the plunger lift system 1s analyzed by the use of multiple 
macroscopic models. For the liquid slug traveling throu gh a pipe, a control volum 
occupied by the liquid contained in the slug with average propenie used The ga 
system are analyzed by the u e of multiple control volume , one next to the other, 
representmg the volume of the flowline tubing, and tubing-casin 1 annulu when 
appropnat e 
The momentum equation implified for a control 
uniform velocit in the strea m crossing the control urface 
C.\ 
9 
olum as urning there I a 
g1 en b II 
2 I 
2 
. · . . ........ .. ... .. .... . 
◄◄f--- F====== ==i ---►- r,; 
-. 
,.__ 
-. 
=t E F, = pA 
◄ A 
Control Surface 
_____________. ..... .. . .... '; . ....... . : 
FB 
Fig. 2.1. Control volume for basic equations . 
The parameter v represents the velocity referenced to an inertial reference frame. The left 
hand side of Eq . 2.1 represents the total force applied to the control volume composed of 
surface forces and body forces . 
L F8 = -w = Weight ... .. .. . ..... . . . . .. ... .. ... ··• ·•· ......... .. .. . .......... . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . 2.-
L F, = p1A - p2 A- -~~\v\' A ................................................................. 2. gc 
The last term in Eq . 2.3 represent s the total friction force of the wall again t th 
fluid flow calculated by the Darcy-Weisbach equation . The parameter .f repre ent th 
Fanning or Darcy friction factor . 
The Reynolds number defines turbulent and laminar flow condition For Re_ nold 
numbers greater than 3,000 turbulent flo condition general! prevail wherea laminar 
flow condition s occur at value lower than 2. I 00 The Re nold number can b 
calculated with the following relation hip 
pvd 
Re = -- . .. ..... . ............ . ............................. ······························· 2 4 
µ 
The turbulent flow friction factor can be obtained for a given Reynolds number and pipe 
. I" . 
rugos1ty ,. using Chen ' s equation . 
1 { e 5.0452 [ 1 ( e) 11098 5.8506 ]} Jl = -2 log 3.7065d. - Re log 2.8257 d + Re 0898 1 ...•..... . •.. . ...... . . · 2 ·5 
For laminar flow , the friction factor is given by 
f = 6½.e .......................................................................... 2 6 
The continuity equation 11 simplified for a control volume is given by: 
Lpl l ·A+ :if pd V = 0 .. .. ........ .. .. .. ................ ................ . ......... ...... ·•· ... 2.7 
CS C\' 
where the first term represents the mass crossing through the control volume and the 
second term represents the mass accumulation in the control volume . 
2.2 Upstroke Model 
In order to model the dynamics of the system during the upstroke , three different 
component s are used . Fig. 2.2 is a schematic of the system being modeled . The liquid 
slug traveling from the bottom of the well to the surface is analyzed as a separat e 
component with given bounda ry condition s. These consist of the pressures at the top of 
the slug and at the bottom of the plunger. The pressure at the top of the slug is obtained 
by analyzing the gas expansion above the slug when the valve is opened . The pressure at 
the bottom of the plunger is determined by analyzing the gas expansion in the tubing 
below the plunger and in the tubing-casin g annulu s. 
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Flowline 
Separator 
Gas Expansion Above the Liquid Slug Q 
Plunger and Liquid Slug • Well 
Gas Expansion Behind the Plunger Q 
New Liquid Slug 
Reservoir 
Fig. 2.2 . Schematic showing the three components of the upstroke model. 
2.2.1 Plunger and Liquid Slug Dynamics 
For the liquid slug traveling through the tubing , a control volume occupied by the 
liquid contained in the slug with average properties is used . As Lea 4 originally did in his 
work, the equation of motion is applied for a single-phase liquid . Assuming the liquid 
density is constant, the last term ofEq. 2.1 becomes : 
12 
:, J vpdV = p J :, vdV = pdVa =ma ... .. .. .... . ........... . .... . . ... . .. .. .. ......... ... . .... 2.8 
CV CV 
where m is the mass of the slug and the plunger , and a is the acceleration of the control 
volume . 
Assuming no liquid is gained or lost from the control volume Eqs. 2.1 , 2.2, 2.3 and 
2.8 can be combined to write an equation of motion for the volume. The relationship for 
the control volume shown in Fig . 2.3 in the vertical direction while the liquid slug is still in 
the tubing becomes: 
Slug 
m,a,j w 
i 
Fig. 2.3. Contro l volume of the liquid slug an d plun ger system in the tubin g. 
This equation can be solved for the acceleration of the slug in the tubing: 
13 
A A f ,L,piv,12 A P1 r - P2 r - 2d r -W 
a , == ,gc . ..... ...... ... •······· ... ..... .. .. .... .. ...... ... .... . 2.10 
When the top of the liquid slug arrives at the surface , the mass , weight and length 
of the vertical control volume begin to decrease . The equation of motion in the vertical 
direction for the open control volume in the tubing , as shown in Fig . 2.4 , becomes : 
Open Boundary 
Slu g 
m,a,f i 
t 
p fric,A, 
Fig. 2.4 . Control volume of the liquid slug and plunger system in the tubing when surfacing . 
Solving for the wellhead pressure yields : 
1 L m,a, f ,L,plv, 12 
P - p - V p V A - -- -2 - 1 - A r r r A 2d g 
t CS ( ( C 
w 
A, 
. . . . ... . .. . ... . . . . .. . . .... .. . . ... . .. . ... . 2.12 
The liquid mass of a control volume in the flowline as well as the lengt h of that 
control volume starts to increase after the liquid slug arrives at the surfac e. The equation 
14 
of motion for the control volume shown in Fig . 2. 5 located at the flowline in the horizontal 
direction becomes : 
m,aL 
◄ 
Fig . 2.5. Control volume of the liquid slug in the flowline when surfacing . 
Eq . 2.13 can be solved for the wellhead pressure yielding: 
1 m a f L plv 12 
= + -"' V V A +-L _ L + L L L P2 p3 A ~ L P L L A 2d 
L cs L Lg c 
............ ....... .. . ... .... 2 .14 
Applying the continuity equation with constant density for the surfacing liquid 
slug, relations for the parameters between the control volume at the tubing and the control 
volume at the flowline can be obtained as shown in the following equations . 
m = mL +m 1 • ..... •• •• • • ••••••••••• ••• • .• • ...... •••.. • .••••.. ...... • ... .... .• ••.••••• .. • .. . .. ••••• •• 2.15 
Ar 
V L = V
1 
- .. . ..• ... ....• ••••..• • .••.••• . • ... •. .. .••••••••• .. • •• ••••••• . •. .. •.•• ••••• ..••• •••• .. .• 2 . }6 
AL 
Al 
a 1. = a
1 
A ............................................................................. 2.17 
L 
L L = m¼A L ..................................... . ..... .. ...... ... .... .... ............. .. ......... 2. 1 8 
I 5 
Solving Eqs . 2.12 and 2. 14 simultaneousl y and appl ying the abo ve relation s gives 
the equation for the acceleration of the liquid slug at the tubin g when the slug is surfacin g : 
where 
m1 mLA1 
w 
Al 
.. . . .. . . . . . . . ... ........ . ... · ·· ······ ·2 ·20 
mo =I+A2···· ·· ·· · ·· •·· · ······· · · · •·· ·· · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · ·· · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · · · ··· ··· ··· ·2 ·21 
1 L 
Additional friction effects created by the fluid passing through the flow tee at the wellhead 
can be estimated from : 
kp v 1
2 
/J.p, = -- . . . . ... .. . . . ..... . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .... . .. . . ........ . . ...... . .. . .. . . . . . ...... .. 2.22 2g 
where the empirical coefficient k is estimated by : 12 
k = 0.7 + lOOJ . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .... .. . . ... . ... .. . . ...... ... . ........ ... .. .. .. ... . ... . ... .. .. . 2 .23 
Includin g thi s term , Eq . 2.20 become s: 
Q l = ----------- - -- - ----- - ... . . . . . . . .. . ·· · ··· ·· ·2 ·24 
The pressure at th e wellhead , w hile th e slug is surfacin g, can be calculated with 
either E q . 2. 12 or 2 .14 . D ependin g on th e slug location , Eqs. 2 .10 or 2 .24 are used fo r 
calculatin g th e instantaneou s acc eleration . Th e instantaneou s velocit y and distan ce 
tra veled can be estimat ed from th e equati ons of motion . 
dv 
a = - .... . . .. . .. .. .. .... . . .. .. . . . . .... . .. .. .. . . ...... ... . ... . ......... .. .. ..... . . .. . ... . .......... 2.25 
dt 
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dx 
v=- dt ·· ·· ·• · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · ·· · · · · · ... . ..... ............... . ............. . ................. ... 2.26 
Discretization of these equations for a given location , x k, and time , t k, is described using 
a backward difference formulation . 
··· ···•· · .... . ... . .. . · ·· · ···•·· ........ . ······ •· · .. . . . .. ....... . .. . . . . .. ........... .. 2 .27 
x k - xk - 1 
Vk - \\ _1 t k - tk - 1 
G k = =------ ... . . . .. .. ..... . ...... .......... . .. . ... ... .. .... .. . .... . .. . . . . 2.28 
f k - f k-1 { k - fk - 1 
This last equation leads to the second order equation : 
which yields the following relationship for calculating the time , dt , required to travel a 
predefined distance , dx , 
- ''k-1 + .Jv k- 1, + 4a kdx 
dt = ------- . ......... ...... .. . ... ... ......... ........... . ........ . .... . . .. . .. 2.30 
2a k 
The total distance traveled is then obtained and the instantaneous velocity is determined 
using Eq. 2.27 . 
The reason for solving the momentum equation for the time step is that the 
distance can be predicted to find the time when the slug arrives at the wellhead to switch 
equation s. The distance can be systematically adjusted dependin g on the magnitud e of the 
acceleration . Since the friction factors depend on the instantaneous velocit y, trial and 
error has to be used for each step to obtain the corres pondin g values . 
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2.2.2 Gas Expansion Above the Liquid Slug 
At the end of the buildup stage the valve at the flowline opens . The pressure at 
the wellhead is considerably higher than the pressure at the flowline , which is assumed to 
be the separator pressure . This high pressure differential results in high instantaneous gas 
flow rates within the wellhead location. The pressure at the flowline increases while the 
pressure in the tubing decreases . After a period of time , the pressure at the top of the 
liquid slug decreases so the slug starts to move . This gas expansion phenomenon is 
analyzed by the use of multiple control volumes one next to the other , with constant 
average properties for each control volume at a given time step . Fig. 2.6 is a schematic of 
the control volumes . The gas velocity is assumed to be lower than the local sonic velocit y 
so no shock waves occur in the system. 
Fig. 2.6. Characteristic control volumes for calculat..ing the pressure at the top of the slug. 
Using the momentum equation for a control volume in the vertical direction and 
integrating over a small time increment yields: 
18 
lJ lJ 1 1 d lit LF sdt + lit LF 8 dt =- fI:vp VAdt +- f-f vpdVdt .................. ... ... 2.3 1 
1 1 tit I cs tit I dt C\ ' 
Assuming the net flux into the control volume at that time step is zero and the acceleration 
term is negligible compared to the body and surface forces , one can write : 
This equation can be used for calculating the velocity of the gas at the boundary between 
two consecutive control volumes , v ½ , given the pressure at the center of each volume , 
j + '.! 
P14 1 and p 1 . Solving for the velocity yields : 
2dgJ1p 1+½ 
----- . . .. .. .. . .... .. . ... .. ......... ....
. ... . .... .. . ..... . .. .. ......... . .. .. .... . 2.33 JAfzp 
For flow in the vertical direction , the pressure differential can be estimated from : 
and the densit y can be determined from the equation of state for a real gas : 
M gp 
P = zRT ......... ·•· ............... ··• ............ ·•· ... •·· ..................................... 2.35 
ln order to analyze the system. th e continuity equation for a control volume i 
integrated over a small increment of time. If the ve locity is parallel to the normal vec tor of 
the area . this yields, 
n• I 1 ( 
- fLPl 'Adt 
61 r" c, 
n .J 
~I 
1
~ :, f pdVdt = 0 ....................................................... 2.36 
( l .._. 
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Solving the time integrals gives 
" - - i J L.,P VA + 111 pdV = 0 ....... .. . . . ...... . ......... ....... . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . ... . . . ........... 2 .37 
CS CV (n 
Using the density at time r n for both open control surfaces the equation can be written : 
( Pl. v V JI - p ½' ' ½) A + ~} (Pl n+I - P1n) = 0 ....... . .. ..... .. . ..... .... . . . .... ... . . ..... 2.38 
- 2 1-11 J+ 2 1+ 2 of 
Solving this equation for the mass in the control volume after the time 111 yields : 
P1n+IV1 =P 1nv1 + ( p J/1· I -p ½I' ½) A/1! .... . .. .. ... . .... ...... . ... ... . . .. .. . .. . ... ... 2.39 
] + 12 j+ 11 1- 2 J- 2 
which is equivalent to : 
n11 n..-l =m 1n +(111 I -177 11 )/11 ..... .. .. .. . . ...... . .. ............ . . ... ... .. . .. ........ . ....... 2.40 1+ 12 1- I :. 
where 
111} = P1 VJ A .. . ....... .. ....... ..... .. .... .. .. . .. . .................. . . . .. .. ... . .. . .... ....... ...... 2. 4 1 
Applying again the equation of stat e for real gas , the pressure in the control 
volume for a given time r " can be calculated as follows : 
n m/ zR T~ 
P1 = V M ........... . .. . ........... . ........................ . ..... . .. ... ........ .. .......... 2.42 
} g 
A special condition occurs at the lowest control volume in the tubing , where no gas influx 
occurs , (j=N), such that , 
n1 n➔ I = n1 "n - 111 I 6 / ... ................... . . . ... ... .. ... . .. . ........ ......... .. .... . . . 2.43 
) -1 ; ~, , 1 '- : 
Another special condition occurs at the control volume located at the end of the flowlin e, 
where there is no mass accumulation , (j I), o now , 
20 
m = m 2 44 J= I - } 2 J= l+ ½ .......... ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
which leads to : 
n1 n-,.I = m 11 J= I J= I · · · • · · · · · · · • · • · • · · · · · • .•.. . .•.. .. ..... . . . •.•... ... .•.•.•....•..... . ...... .. ...•..... 2 .45 
A special small control volume is created next to the separator accounting for this 
condition . 
For a given time interval , Eqs . 2 .33 and 2.41 are used to calculate the 
instantaneous mass flow rate between each control volume. The pressure in each control 
volume is calculated with Eq . 2.42 and the appropriate equation for the mass balance . The 
model determines the values for each time step and control volume from the separator to 
the wellhead and down the tubing to the top of the liquid slug . The conditions calculated 
are used as initial conditions for the next time step until the required time is obtained . The 
length of each control volume is distributed along the system such that they are shorter 
closer to the wellhead. where high flow rates occur. The gas temperature is assumed to 
follow the linear gradient of the earth . Properties like gas viscosit y, gas deviation factor 
and densit y are calculated at the local temperature and pressure . 
3.2.3 Gas Expansion Behind the Plunger 
During the upstroke stage , the enerf,ry required to carry the liquid slug to the 
surface is supplied by the pressure below the plunger resultin g from the expansion of the 
gas originally in the tubing-casing annulu . While the slug is movin g to the surface , fluid 
are al o produced from the reservoi r The gas being produced and expandin ° help 
maintain the pressure in the system while the liquid tend s to decrea e the pre sure 
21 
Applying the continuity equation averaged for a short period of time for a control 
volume with gas influx yields : 
} ln ,1 d 
m = t:,.r J dr J pdVdt .. . ... ... .... .. ......... .. .. ... .. .. .. ·• ·•· •· ................ ·•··· .. . ....... 2.46 
Ill C\' 
m = +[ J pn+ldV - J p ndv] = 0 .. . .... . .. .. .......................... .. .. .. .... .. .......... 2.47 
of n •I n 
C\ ' CV 
By dividing the tubing-casing annulus volume in smaller control volumes , using new 
control volumes when required in the tubing , and including the gas production from the 
reservoir , the equation can be written as : 
mr = Lm ,n-l + Lm/ "1 = :Z:m," + Lm / +m," ..................... ........ ............. 2.48 
J 
where the control volumes in the tubing are denoted with the subscript j , and the control 
volumes in the tubing-casing annulus are denoted with the subscript i . 
The following assumptions are made for the analysis of the pressure below the 
plunger : ( 1) the liquid produced is accumulated at the bottom of the tubin g, (2) friction 
forces in the new liquid slug being accumulated are negli gible, (3) no liquid i carried out 
by the gas , ( 4) friction forces in the annulu s are negligibl e, (5) instantaneous gas mas s 
flowrate is the same throu ghout the tubing , (6) properties in the system are constant 
durin g the time 1::,.1 • and , (7) the equation of state for real gas applie . 
Under thes e assumptions the followin g relationship can be developed for th 
system depicted in Fig . 2 . 7 
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n-l 
P,-1 
and 
• 1+ 1 • J= M 
tt/1 • i 
-
-
-
• r t 
tM • . J J 
-
E3 Pwt 
Tub ing-Casing Annulus Tubing 
Fig . 2. 7 . Characteristic control volumes for calculating the pressure behind the plun ger. 
For the first control volume in the tubing-casing annulu s: 
11"1 1 p,,, 
-----------,- ...... . .............. .. .... . ............ . .. . ................ 2 49 
(
0.01875S g M ,-i 2 J 
exp ::- r 
- ,- 1 1=1 
n+i r , M P, 1 r=l i: 
~. 
1
RT,_
1 
· • • • • • · · · - • - • - - - - - - - • - ••. - - ••••••..•...•••••••••••.•..•••••••••.••••• 2 . 0 
For the rest of the con trol olumes in the tubing-ca ing annulu 
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.. 2 .51 
and 
n+l v M 
n I 
n1,.,.1 
P ,+I 1-'-I g 
= . . . .. ... .. .. ·· ····· ... ....... . ..... ···•·· ... . ....... .. ..... ······ . .. .. .... 2 .52 z,+1RT,.,.1 
At the lower boundary of the first control volume in the tubing , considering the liquid 
column hL due to mass influx , the pressure becomes : 
p - I n•I = P-..f n-'-1 - pLgh/-1 .... •. • ....................... . .... .. ......... ....... . • ...... • ..... 2 .53 
,- '2 
The velocity to account for gas friction forces is obtained from the gas mass 
flowrate through the tubin g . The properties for calculating the velocity and the friction 
factor for the different control volume s are obtained at local condition s. The gas mass 
flowrate includes both the mass coming from the reservoir and the mass comin g from the 
annulus and is calculated as the mas s difference in the tubin g between two consecutiv 
time steps . 
m, = - '- -- d-
1
-n-'-- ... ....... ... ............................................................. 2 .54 
The equations for the increasin g control volume s in the tubin g containing ga 
becom e: 
n , I 
f ) J -1 = 
f tJ1 p \' : 
. ,.1: 1•! , . 1: ,.1~ 
2d,g, 2 
and 
2-i 
/ 
n+ l v M 
P 1+I J·I g 
= 2 = 1+1R ~ +I ..... . ... . .•... •·· .... . . .. .............................•.•............... 
Special conditions of these equations apply on the first control volume in the tubing and 
for the control volume bordering the plunger . 
A bottom hole flowing pressure for the next time step is assumed for calculating 
the gas mass contained in the system with Eqs. 2.49 - 2 .56 Then , by trial and error , the 
equation of continuity for the total system , Eq . 2.48, is checked . The pressure at the 
bottom of the plunger can be detennined with Eq . 2 .55 considering the upper half of the 
control volume . 
2.3 Gas Blowdown Model 
The gas blowdown stage occurs after the whole liquid slug above the plunger ha 
surfaced and the plunger has arrived at the wellhead . The wellhead valve remains open for 
a given period of time called blowdown time . At the beginning of this period , the liquid 
produced from the slug is in the flowline and the instantaneou liquid flow rate increas e 
since the weight is no longer a force involved in the d namic . 
From the equation of motion for single-phase liquid flow , and usm g the same 
assumptions made for analyzing the upstrok e stage , the following equation for th 
instantaneous acceleration i obtained 
- 7 
Eq . 2 .30 and 2.2. used for the upstrok e mod I, can be applied to calculat th 
area of the flowline while its length is constant throughout its path until it reaches the 
separator. The same model for gas expansion behind the slug as described in Section 
2.3.2 is used for the blowdown stage with an isothermal expansion in one additional 
control volume for the flowline . 
In case the slug arrives at the separator and the blowdown stage has not finished, a 
second blowdown stage starts to account for the gas flowing to the separator. The gas 
mass flowrate equation , Eq . 2.54 , has in this case a new term representing the gas 
production leaving the total system . 
L n1 J n+ I - L n1 J n - n1 OU/ 
J j m1 = -----d-, ,-, ---- .. .. . . ... ... .. ... .. ... . . . .. ....... .. .. . . . ..... . ........ . . ... .. .... 2. 58 
The mass produced to the separator in a steady state condition can be calculated as: 
m0 w = ri11dt ....... ... ...... . ... . . .. ... ... ... .. . ... . . ...... .. .. ... .... . .......... . ... ..... ... . ... . . 2.59 
Indeed , the gas mass flowrate suddenly increases until the friction forces in the 
tubing and flowline along with the losses in the outlet of the separator are overcome . In 
order to account for this phenomenon , the pressure at the end of the flowline for the 
blowdown model is numerically calculated by modifying the mass going to the separator 
through time . Thus , the Eq. 2.59 is multiplied by a factor depending on the value of the 
target pressure determined by the separator pressure and the losses in the outlet , and the 
pressure at the end of the flowline calculated by the model. In this model , the blowdown 
stage stops when either the preset blowdown time or minimum wellhead tubing pressure is 
reached. 
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2.4 Buildup Model 
The buildup stage occurs after the wellhead valve is closed and the plunger starts 
to fall. A model similar to the "gas expansion behind the plunger " of the upstroke is used 
for this purpose . The main difference is that in the buildup case, the plunger does not 
interfere in the control volumes and the whole tubing volume is analyzed for each time 
step . In this case the bottom hole flowing pressure increases with time . It is assumed no 
friction occurs in any phase . 
A bottom hole flowing pressure for the next time step is assumed for calculating 
the gas mass contained in the system with Eqs. 2.49-2.56 assuming the gas velocity is 
zero . Then , by trial and error , the equation of continuity for the total system, Eq . 2.48 , is 
checked as before . The buildup stage stops when either the preset buildup time or 
maximum casing wellhead pressure is reached . 
The plunger downstroke is also analyzed to verify the plunger would arrive at the 
bottom before the buildup stage ends and the wellhead valve opens . The velocity of the 
plunger in this model , as assumed by Abercrombie , is 1,000 fpm while in the gas phase and 
172 fpm through liquid. A dynamic model for simulating the downstroke should be 
carefully verified by laboratory and field data . These constant values have been widely 
accepted and are preferred for the scope of this work. 
2.5 IPR Model 
During all stages , the reservoir is producin g depending on the instantaneou s 
bottomhole pressure . The model chosen to describe the Inflow Performance Relationship 
(IPR) of a gas well is that of Rawlins and Schellhardt. 13 
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q g = c(p/ - P,,/ r ....................... .... ...................  2.60 
Although this relationship is for stabilized flow, it is assumed that over small increments of 
time the transient behavior of the flow can be represented by a series of stabilized flows . 
Fetkovich 18 showed the relationship can also be applied to oil wells . 
The parameters C and n are estimated from any gas well deliverability test. If the 
parameter n is known , only one test is needed to calculate the second parameter C as 
described below: 
q g.tesr 
C = (p/ - P ... ,r.ce/ r ................ ... ............... ................ 2.61 
Assuming the gas-liquid ratio of the producing well remains constant , the liquid 
production is calculated as follows . 
q L = qlaLRte st .. . ...... . . . ..... . ....... . . ...... ... . .. ..... . . ....... . ... . . . . . ... . . ... . .... ... .... 2.62 
The liquid volume accumulated at the bottom of the well during the period of time, dt , 
can be estimated using : 
dVL = q l dt . .. . ... ......... .. ... .... ... . .. . ... .. .... . . ... ... .. . ... .. ..... .. .. ... . ........ ... .... . 2.63 
Similarly, the gas mass that has entered the wellbore during the period of time can be 
estimated by: 
dmg = qgpgscdt .. . ... .. ........ . . .. .. . .... . . .... . ....... . ........ . ............ .. . .. . .... .... ...... 2.64 
For each stage during the plunger cycle, Eqs. 2.60 and 2.62 are used to determine 
the instantaneous flowrates while Eqs . 2 .63 and 2.64 are used to determine the influx of 
fluids to the system. 
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CHAPTER3 
MODEL IMPLEMENTATION 
This chapter describes the implementation of the model developed in Chapter 2 in 
a computer program . It also includes a validation of the model by comparison with 
examples presented by Avery, Abercrombie and Baruzzi. The comparison involves 
flowrate , upstroke velocities and pressure predictions . 
3.1 Computer Program 
A computer program was written in FOR TRAN to implement the dynamic model 
described in the previous chapter . Subroutines were developed for the different sections 
of the model. For reading data files, saving output of the model, and calculating fluid 
properties additional subroutines were created . A flowchart of the main program is shown 
in Fig . 3. 1. The FOR TRAN code of this algorithm is shown in Appendix A Fluid 
properties and friction factors are continually calculated but have been omitted in the 
flowchart for simplification . Correlations used to determine these parameters are 
described in Appendix B. 
A simplified static model incorporated into the computer program is used to 
compare results with the proposed dynamic model. The method is basically the one 
described by Abercrombie 3 which is commonly used for high gas-liquid ratio oil wells . 
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Gas Top Slug,.__ _ _, 
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ST A TIC MODEL & 
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Fig. 3 .1. Flowchart of the computer program . 
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The program requires two input data files. One file contains data related to the 
well characteristics and operating conditions while the other file holds parameters related 
to the simulation, such as friction factor option, tolerances for convergence , and number 
of grid points in the system . Typical data files are shown in Appendix C. 
After reading the input data files, the program performs a simplified static analysis 
using Abercrombie's procedure . In this step, the inflow performance is created as defined 
by the well characteristics. Note in Fig. 3 .1 how the program uses the IPR subroutine 
during all stages of the plunger cycle. 
With approximated initial bottomhole flowing pressure and slug size, the dynamic 
analysis begins with the buildup subroutine until one of the parameters, time limit or 
maximum wellhead casing pressure, set for buildup control is reached . The final buildup 
values of bottomhole pressure and slug size are used as initial conditions for the upstroke 
model. 
After analyzing the upstroke stage , and if the plunger arrives at the wellhead , the 
blowdown subroutine follows until the preset value of blowdown time limit is reached . A 
minimum tubing wellhead pressure is an alternative to end the blowdown stage . Then, the 
buildup stage starts again with initial conditions given by the conditions at the end of the 
blowdown stage . When the changes in the conditions for the different stages during 
consecutive cycles fall within a predefined tolerance , the program stops and outputs the 
results. The program also stops if an undesired situation occurs , such as the well died, the 
plunger did not reach bottom during buildup , or the plunger did not arrive at the surface 
during the upstroke . 
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3.2 Model Validation 
This section compares results of the proposed dynamic plunger lift model to 
several examples available in the literature. The verification process evaluates the 
upstroke model , production predictions and parameters of the complete plunger lift cycle. 
3.2.1 Upstroke model verification 
The upstroke model described in this work differs from other models in basically 
two ways . In this model the pressure at the top of the slug is not only dependent on 
gravit y but also on the transient friction effects in the tubing and flowline when the surface 
valve is open . In addition , gas and liquid production from the reservoir is considered to 
enter into the system during all stages . In order to perform a comparison with other 
models , the upstroke subroutine was run by itself The influx from the reservoir was 
neglected and an option for calculating the pressure at the top of the slug including only 
the gravity effects was incorporated . 
An example 8,000 ft well with one bbl liquid slug reaching 1,000 fpm surfacing 
velocity was used to analyze the transient pressure at the top of the slug. The well 
characteristics used for this example were taken from Lea. 4 The input data files used for 
this case are shown in Appendix C. Fig . 3.2 shows the simulated behavior of the gas 
expansion at the top of the slug. Note the time is in logarithmic scale. The plot includes 
the surface gas flowrate at standard condition s. As can be seen from the figure, the 
flowrate increases rapidly until it reaches a maximum value , then it slowly decreases while 
the tubing is blown down . Althou gh there is no data for comparin g this result , the 
behavior of the system appears to be reasonable . 
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Fig . 3 .2. Simulated behavior of the gas expansion at the top of the slug . 
The results of such a transient gas analysis become questionable when gas 
velocities exceed the local velocity of sound . Fig . 3. 3 represents the same case except the 
gas velocity at the wellhead is plotted against time . As expected , the maximum velocity 
occurs at the beginning and it has an approximate value of 350 ft/s , 30% of the speed of 
sound. For cases where gas pressure differentials are much higher choke waves may 
occur when the valve is open . However , the results of this model are considered to be a 
good approximation for most applications . 
The upstroke of a plunger lift system has been analyzed by several author s. Avery7 
performed a through comparison of his model with the one developed originally by Lea. 4 
Results of the model developed in this work are compared with the results given by Avery. 
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Fig . 3.3. Simulated gas velocity at the wellhead versus time . 
Neglecting the gas pressure transient effect at the top of the slug, six of the 
eighteen examples originally analyzed by Lea 4 were performed in this study . The 8,000 ft 
well was chosen with 1 bbl and 3 bbl slug sizes . The cases were run to reach three 
different surfacing velocities; 50 fpm, 1,000 fpm, and 2,000 fpm. Fig . 3 .4 shows the 
results of the velocity profile throughout the well of this model under the conditions 
described above . Fig . 3. 5 shows the results of the velocity profile throughout the well of 
Avery ' s model. As can be seen for the 8,000 ft well, the velocity profile is similar to the 
one obtained with the model described in this work . Maximum velocities have also 
comparable values. For the case with one bbl slug size and 2,000 fpm surfacin g velocity , 
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the maximum velocity predicted for this model 1s 2,650 fpm whereas the maximum 
velocity predicted by Avery ' s is 2,900 fpm. 
The other main difference of this dynamic model compared to the previous ones is 
the analysis of the upstroke when the slug is surfacing . During this period , the length of 
the slug in the tubing decreases which results in decreased frictional effects and liquid slug 
weight in the tubing . The mass of liquid in the system is the same but two new forces 
affect the system as described in Chapter 2, the friction in the wellhead and in the flowline 
Since the flowline diameter is often larger than the tubing diameter (in this example being 
3" compared with 2"), the slug is shorter in the flowline and hence the friction in the pipe 
is less. In addition , the force component in the direction of flow due to the weight 
decreases (the flow becomes horizontal) . When the slug is surfacing, these factors usually 
result in an acceleration of the plunger and the liquid in the tubing , as is observed in Fig . 
3. 4 . Recall though , the velocity of the liquid in the flow line is related to the velocity of the 
liquid in the tubing by a ratio of the corresponding areas . 
In order to fully compare these cases , the instantaneous casing pressure during the 
plunger upstroke was also plotted in Fig . 3. 6. Similarly, the instantaneous casing pressure 
obtained in Avery ' s model is shown in Fig. 3.7. Although normal differences in calculated 
values would be expected due to differences in friction factor correlations , pipe rugosity , 
and liquid viscosity , to name a few, the results indicate that both models predict not only 
similar behavior but also similar absolute values. 
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Fig. 3. 8 shows the velocity profile of the three different surfacing velocities 
analyzed before with a 1 bbl liquid slug. This shows the effect of the gas pressure 
transient at the top of the slug on the upstroke stage. The profile is compared to the same 
cases when the option neglecting this effect is chosen . When the valve opens , the velocity 
of the plunger does not increase as drastically as assumed in previous models . Indeed , it 
increases somewhat slowly while friction effects of the gas flow above the slug are 
considerable, 5-50% of the depth in this example . When the frictional effect becomes 
negligible, the upstroke velocity profiles coincide with the profiles neglecting friction, as 
can be seen in the figure. This frictional effect causes the average upstroke velocity of the 
plunger and liquid slug to be less than anticipated when friction is ignored . 
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Note how for the case with high surfacing velocities there is a sudden reduction in 
velocity just when the slug arrives at the surface. This is due to the substantial friction 
losses at the tee in the wellhead. Fig . 3.9 shows the same six cases of the 8,000 ft well 
with 1 bbl and 3 bbl slugs and three different surfacing velocities . In this plot the full 
dynamic upstroke model was used . 
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Fig. 3.9. Simulated velocity with the full dynamic upstroke model with I bbl and 3 bbl slug , and thre e 
different surfacing velocities . 
3.2.2 Production Rate Predictions 
The complete dynamic model was tested using a high gas-liquid ratio oil well. The 
case was chosen from examples used by Abercrombie 3 to explain the static model analysis . 
The well is 10,000 ft deep with a reservoir pressure of 1,000 psi . The output of the 
program includes a file with a summary of the static model result s, dynamic model 
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parameters , and the well characteristics given in the input data . A sample of the output 
file corresponding to Example 7.42 from Abercrombie 3 is shown in Appendix D . Table 
3. 1 outlines the static and dynamic output results of the program and includes the results 
given by Abercrombie for this example Since the gas-liquid ratio is assumed to be 
constant , the gas production rate is directly proportional to the liquid production and no 
further comparison is needed for this parameter . 
Table 3 .1. Summary of results for Example 7.42 from Abercrombie. 
Average casing Slug Size (ft) Cycles per day Liquid Rate 
Pressure (psi) (BPD) 
Abercrombie ' s 350 298 66 76 
Dynamic Model 396 228 79.2 69 .7 
Dynamic Model 360 305 62.4 73 .7 
with Blowdown 
Static Model 335 284 67 .6 74.5 
In this example , the dynamic model predicts higher average casmg pressure s 
regardless of the size of the slug . The answer shown in the table for the dynamic model is 
close to the minimum buildup time (and hence casing pressures) required to allow the 
plunger to arrive at bottom . The liquid production rate is less than Abercrombie ' s 
prediction as he assumed the gas consumed each cycle is 1. 15 the gas contained in the 
system . 
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The blowdown case corresponds to a blowdown period of 70 seconds after the 
plunger arrives . In this case , the results are closer to static model predictions . The output 
file corresponding to this case is shown in Appendix E. 
The static model program results for this example are close to Abercrombie ' s. 
They are not the same due to interpolation between the abbreviated tables and the gas 
static gradient equation used in the computer program for calculating the wellhead casing 
pressure . 
Example 7.43 from Abercrombie 3 was also simulated with the computer program 
and the results are shown in Table 3 .2. The well characteristics are the same as in the 
previous example but the gas-liquid ratio in this case is 4 .9 MSCF/Bbl instead of 5.5 
MSCF/Bbl. Similar conclusions can be obtained from this case . The blowdown time used 
for the results given in the table is 80 second s. 
Table 3 .2 . Summa ry of results for Example 7.43 from Abercrombie . 
Abercrombie 
Dynamic Mode l 
Dynamic Model 
with Blowdown 
Stati c Model 
Avera ge casing Slug Size (ft) 
Pressur e (psi) 
652 
656 
637 
652 
646 
422 
643 
646 
4 1 
Cycles per day 
12.8 
18 
12 .5 
I 3 .2 
Liquid Rate 
(BPD ) 
32 
29 .3 
31. 1 
33 
3.2.3 Complete Cycle Verification 
In order to validate the model performance , data published from an actual field 
case was used . 10 The data consists of well characteristics , production information , and 
tubin g and casing wellhead pressures for a complete cycle . The well characteristic s are 
presented in Table 3 .3. 
Table 3 .3 . Actual field Data from Baruzzi . 10 
Gas Liquid Ratio (MSCFB) 
Tubing Depth (ft) 
Flowline Length (ft) 
Flowline Diameter (in) 
Tubing Inside Diameter (in) 
Tubing Outside Diameter (in) 
Casing Inside Diameter (in) 
Oil Gravity API 
Gas Gravity (air=l) 
Bottom hole Temperature (oF) 
Wel l Head Temperature (oF) 
Water Cut 
Plunger Weight (lbm) 
Separator Pressure (psi) 
Bubble Point Pressure (ps i) 
Liquid Production Test (BPD ) 
Gas Production Test (MSCFD) 
Bottom hole Pressure Test(psi ) 
Average Reservoir Pressure (psi) 
Buildup Casing Pressure (psi) 
Blowdown Time (s) 
5.32 
3858. 
1476. 
2.900 
1. 995 
2.375 
4.950 
45 
0.75 
130. 
80 . 
. 01 
7.94 
70. 
2000. 
46.50 
247.7 
380. 
895. 
366 
54 
The dynamic mod el was used to simulat e the plunger lift cycle and the result s are 
shown in Tabl e 3.4 . Th e buildup stage was set to obtain a maximum casing pressure of 
366 psi, as wa s reported . The tabl e present s mod el result s for two cases . Case I 
represents a blowdown time of 54 second s, correspondin g to the actual well. Thre e main 
differences with respect to the real dat a can be observ ed, the average up strok e velocity i 
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higher, the m1rumum casmg pressure is lower , and the elapsed time for the buildup is 
higher . However , the model describes the real data as well as or better than the model 
used by Baruzzi for this example. 
Table 3 .4. Actual field case and Model Predictions . 
Field Data Model Model 
Case 1 Case 2 
Gas Production Rate (MSCFD) 250 245 
Liquid Production Rate (BPD) 46.5 47. 46.0 
Minimum Casing Pressure (psi) 303 265 302 
Maximum Casing Pressure (psi) 366 367 
Minimum Tubing Pressure (psi) 303 70 70 
Maximum Tubing Pressure (psi) 342 311 332 
Cycles per Day (C/D) 95.3 67.3 101 
Average Upstroke Velocity (fpm) 1341 1910 2415 
Slug Surfacing Velocity (fpm) 1834 2388 
Slug Surfacing Arrival Time ( s) 128 116 93 
Plunger Surfacing Arrival Time ( s) 171 121 95 
Slug Built Size (ft) 181 117 
Slowdown Time ( s) 54 54 15 
Slowdown Well Head Pressure (psi) 142 226 
Build Up Time ( s) 682 1078 697 
Build Up Casing Pressure (psi) 366 366 366 
Case 2 corresponds to the same data but with a blowdown time of 15 seconds . 
The model results are now closer to the field data except for the average upstroke 
velocity , which is considerably higher . 
Fig . 3 . 10 and 3. 11 are the profiles of the tubing and casing pressures modeled for 
Case 1 compared with field data point s. The time scale starts at the beginning of the 
buildup stage . Due to the shorter period of time of buildup in the real well , the field data 
points were shifted on the time scale to match the model results . 
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At the end of the buildup stage , when the valve opens , the tubing pressure 
decreases rapidly and the casing pressure decreases slowly while the gas at the top of the 
slug and behind the plunger expand . After a short period of time the tubing pressure 
reaches the separator pressure . When the slug arrives at the wellhead and while it is being 
produced to the flowline , the tubing pressure increases . Then , the blowdown stage begins 
and the tubing pressure starts to decrease again while the slug is carried out through the 
flowline . For this example, a change in the slope of the modeled tubing pressure occurs 
after a short period of blowdown , probably due to the higher gas flowrate when the slug 
reaches the separator. Considering the accuracy and quality of the field data , the model 
does a reasonable job of reproducing the actual performance of a plunger lift cycle . 
The slope of the casing pressure during buildup is somewhat higher than the slope 
of the tubing pressure due to liquid accumulation in the well . The assumption made in the 
model about liquid only accumulating in the tubing holds as long as the slope of the 
modeled tubing pressure is positive during buildup . The increasing tubing pressure during 
this stage , in spite of liquid accumulation in the tubing. means that gas is being stored 
above the liquid slug . This gas flow at bottomhole suggests that the liquid level in the 
tubing-casing annulus has to be at a lower point in the tubing . This reasoning indeed 
requires that this point is somewhere lower than the perforated interval and enough cros s 
sectional area in the annulus allows for some gas-liquid separation . 
A profile of the plunger velocit y and position simulated by the plunger lift model 
for this example are shown in Fig . 3 .12 . Again , the time scale starts at the beginning of 
the buildup stage . ote the downstroke occurs durin g buildup , where the plunger velocit 
is 1.000 fpm through gas and 172 fpm throu gh liquid . 
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3.3 Summary 
This chapter has presented the implementation of the dynamic model in a 
FORTRAN program. It also has compared simulation results to other models presented in 
the literature and to field data . The proposed model matched publish results reasonabl y 
well and is suitable for analysis of plun ger lift installations . However , the model ignore s 
liquid fallback and gas slippa ge which may be important in some cases . 
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CHAPTER4 
PARAMETRIC STUDY OF PLUNGER LIFT OPERATION 
This chapter presents a study of simulated plunger lift operations in gas wells . It 
analyzes an example well showing the performance for different buildup and blowdown 
periods . The analysis includes gas flowrate , slug size, average upstroke velocity and 
wellhead casing pressures . Sensitivity analyses of gas-liquid ratio , well production rate , 
reservo ir pressure , and liquid fallback are also illustrated . 
4.1 Example Well 
The example chosen is a 8,000 ft well with a 2 3/8" tubing and a 1,000 ft long 4" 
diameter flowline. The gas-liquid ratio is 12.5 MSCF/B while the reservoir pressure is 
1,000 psi . The well characteristics are shown in Table 4.1 . 
Table 4 . 1 . Characteristics of the example well. 
Gas Liquid Rati o (MSCFB ) 12.5 
Tubin g Depth (fl) 8000 . 
Flowline Length (fl) 1000 . 
Flowline Diameter (in) 3 .995 
Tubin g Inside Diameter (in) 1.995 
Tubin g Outside Diameter (in) 2 .375 
Casing Inside Diameter (in) 4.892 
Oil Gravity API 30 
Gas Gravity (air = I ) 0 .65 
Bottom hole Temperature (oF) 200 . 
Well Head Temperatur e (oF ) 100 . 
Wat er Cut 15% 
Plun ger Weight (lbm J 5 .00 
Separator Pre ssure (psi ) 60 . 
Liquid Produ ction Test (BPD ) 8.0 
Gas Prod uction T est (MSCFD ) 100 . 
Bottom hole Pressure Test (psi ) 100 . 
Fetkovich n factor 0 .8 
Average Reserv oir Pressure (psi ) 1000 . 
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Using time control for the operating condition , several buildup times up to 10,000 
seconds were simulated with the program for different blowdown periods . The blowdown 
periods were such that they matched specific percentages of each of the buildup period s. 
Fig . 4 . 1 shows the simulated gas flowrate of the well under the operating condition s 
described . An optimum blowdown period can be identified for each buildup time . For 
this well , the optimum proportion of blowdown period with respect to buildup period is 
approximately 40% overall . 
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Fo r very short blowdown period s the we ll production decrea ses consid erably. As 
shown later, for the se condition s higher casing pres sures and smaller slug sizes are usually 
encountered . Fig. 4 .2 shows simulated results versus buildup time for variou s ratios of 
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blowdown to buildup periods . The plunger arriving at bottom hole durin g downstroke 
limits the buildup time to go further low . 
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Fig . -t.2. Simulated gas flowrate of the well for different blowdown periods . 
Although the simulations were made based on time control , a wellhead pressure 
control can be reproduced with the same results by plotting flowrate versus the maximum 
casmg pressure . Fig . 4 .3 shows such plot for different blowdown times . Again , a 
considerable blowdown period is required for maximum production . 
Operating conditions involvin g low casing pressures or shut-in times and very high 
blowdown periods are subject to have some errors in the model. No gas slippage passin g 
the plunger combined with the extra energy supplied by gas influx from the reservoir 
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during the upstroke stage brings the slug to the surface . The bare gas velocit y due to that 
extra energy for 95 MSCFD at 200 psi is approximately 230 ft/m. As shown later , 
comparable upstroke velocities are encountered for these conditions . 
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During the blowdown period after the slug arrives at the surface , the gas stored in 
the annulus keeps flowin g to the flowlin e, the pressure in the system decreases 
considerabl y, and liquids are accumulated at the bottom of the well. When the buildup 
period starts and the reservoir is again filling the annulus with gas for appropriat e 
conditions for the upstrok e, a large r slug is created in the well dependin g on the 
blowdown time used . Fig . 4 .4 shows this phenomenon for different blowdown period . 
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Fig . 4. 5 shows the average upstroke velocity for different operating conditions . 
The average upstroke velocity for this example is strongly dependent on the blowdown 
period rather than on the buildup period . ln operating conditions with small blowdown 
periods the reservoir energ y is more efficientl y stored in the annulus. These conditions , 
combined with a resulting smaller liquid slug , yield considerably higher average upstroke 
velocitie s. ote that small slugs are not worth producing if considerable liquid fallback 
occurs . 
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The means for lifting the plunger and liquids is the potential energy stored in the 
tubin g-casin g annulus as gas pressure . Fig . 4 .6 shows that the maximum casing pressure 
has approximatel y a linear relationship with the slug size when plotted for each percentage 
ofblowdown period out of the buildup periods . 
The maximum and minimum casing pressure versus different blowdown periods 1 
shown in Fig . 4 .7. This figure corresponds to a buildup time of 4 ,000 second s. Other 
buildup periods have similar behavior . Since the casing pressure is directly related to the 
well production . such a plot produces insight for the optimization . 
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4.2 High gas-liquid ratio well 
The same example well , shown in Table 4.1 with half of the liquid production wa s 
simulated with the program . The production test is shown in Table 4 .2 . The simulated 
plunger lift performance of this well producing with a 25 MSCF/B gas-liquid ratio is 
essentially similar to the base case shown with a GLR 12.5 MSCF/B . Fig . 4 .8 presents the 
flowrate for different buildup times . Note the gas flowrate is slightly higher for all the well 
operating conditions . The optimum percentage for the blowdown period is around 100% 
overall , higher than the 40% for the base case . This indicates the optimum flow-time is a 
function of the gas-liquid ratio . As the GLR increases , one should expect a longer 
blowdown or flow period per plunger cycle . 
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Table 4 .2 . Production test of the example with gas-liquid ratio 25 MSCF /B . 
Gas Liquid Rati o (MSCFB ) 25 .0 
Liquid Producti on Test (BPD ) 4 .0 
Gas Producti on Test (MSCFD ) 100 .0 
Bottom hole Pressure Test (p i) 100 . 
4.3 High gas flowrate well 
A high rate well was also simulated with the program. As before, the well is 
similar to the base case and the production test is given in Table 4 .3. Again. the plunger 
lift performance of the well is similar to the base case . Fig . 4 . 9 shows the flowrate for 
different buildup times for this well . Although the assumption in the model that no liquid 
is carried out by the gas phase may not hold in this case , long blowdown periods are again 
suggested by the model . 
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Table 4 .3 . Production test of the example with a high GLR high gas production well. 
Gas Liquid Ratio (MSCFB ) 25.0 
Liquid Producti on Test (BPD ) 12 .0 
Gas Produ ction Test (MSCFD ) 300 .0 
Bottom hole Pressur e Te st(p si) 100. 
4.4 Reservoir Pressure 
Although optimum operating conditions have been indicated for the plunger lift 
examples given , the deviation in the flowrate within the operating conditions is usuall 
small . The changes in bottomhole flowing pressures for most of the different operating 
conditions did no exceed 100 psi . These variations , compared to the reservoir pressure 
1,000 psi results in small changes in flowrate . If the reservoir pressure is considerably 
lower and hence bottom-hole flowing pressures for the different operating conditions are 
closer to the reservoir pressure , variations in gas flowrate will be remarkable . Fig . 4 .10 
compares the sam e well with two different reservoir pressures showing how it might 
influence the simulated ga flowrat e. The simulation corresponds to the base case with a 
ratio of 10% for blowdown period to the buildup periods . These curves also indicate that 
there is probabl y an optimum buildup period for a given reservoir pressure . 
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4.5 Fallback analysis 
Although the plunger forms an interface between the liquid slug and the ga 
behind, some author s5·6 have found liquid fallback occurs even when using a plunger . A 
Chacin suggests as an approximation , using the empirical data presented b Mower et 
ai.6, one can assume a linear relationship between the average rising velocity and liquid 
fallback during the upstrok e stage . Using this assumption for liquid fallback, the following 
relationship for calculating the volume of liquid lo a a function of plunger velocity wa 
included in the model 
- 0.0377 0.00269, • 
I' ,. = di ......... 
7.4 4 I 
This volume is subtracted from the liquid slug during each time step of the 
upstroke and added to the new slug at the bottom of the well. The coefficient 
correspond to Plunger No . 4 shown in Fig . 8 of the Reference 6 and is suitable for use 
above a minimum plunger upstroke velocit . For plunger o . 4 this velocit corresponds 
to 840 fpm. 
Striking results are obtained when simulating plunger lift operations using such a 
fallback relationship . Fig . 4 .11, for a buildup time of 10 000 seconds, and Fig . 4.12 , for a 
buildup time of 1,000 seconds , compare how the gas flowrate and liquid slug size vary 
with different blowdown periods as a function of fallback . For low blowdown periods , 
considerable liquid falls back because of the high upstroke velocities . In Fig . 4 . 12, where 
the buildup period is small , the situation becomes critical when the upstroke velocities are 
at maximum due to the relatively small slug sizes created . An enormous proportion of the 
original liquid slug falls back , 66% for the worst case . Surprisingly, the gas flowrate does 
not decline much since the liquid account s for the next cycle . The liquid fallback increase 
the slug size to start with for the upstroke , increases the overall pressure of the system , 
and decreases the production rate . 
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4.6 Summary 
The simulation result s of the dynamic plun ge r lift model yields in ight into the 
behavior of the plun ge r lift systems . Conditions similar to the base case were simulated 
for two different tubin g diameters , 2" and 2 7 /8' . A smaller flowline wa s also anal zed 
for different operating conditions . Appendix F contains figures similar to the ones shown 
in this chapter for the tubin g and flowline diameter sensitivit y . The followin g observation 
summarize the analysis of plunger lift systems performed with the model. 
1. For very low blowdown times the well production decreases considerabl y. For thes e 
conditions higher casin g pressure and smaller slug size are usuall y encountered . 
Co nsiderable blo wdown periods are required in gas wells for optimum performance . 
High gas-liquid ratio wells requires longe r blowdown times . 
2 . More cycles per da y in relativel y small buildup or shut-in times alon g with som e 
blowdown period see m to give the optimum flowrate for gas wells . 
3 . A long as the slop e of the we llhead tubin g pres sur e is po sitive durin g the buildup 
stage, liquid only accum ula te in the tub ing . Thi is tru e if the perforat ed interval i 
so mewhe re higher than the base of the tubin g, and enou gh cro s sectional area in the 
annulus allo ws for so me ga -liquid separation . 
4 The tra nsient behavior of the gas expan ion at the top of the slug w hen the al e 1 
opened creat e substant ial effects in the plunger elocit for ga wells 
5 Accuracy in modelin g the blowdown stage for plunger lift stem prediction i 
esse ntial since it directl y influence the ca in , pre sur e, lug size , and hence th 
up troke elocit 
0 
6. Operating condition involving low casing pres ure or shut-in time and very high 
blowdown periods are subject to ha e substantial error in the model prediction du 
to the assumption of no considering gas slippage passing the plunger . 
7. Liquid fallback increases the slug size to start with for the upstroke , increase the 
overall pressure of the system , and decreases the production rate . Lack of a 
phenomenological model for liquid fallback perhaps deteriorates plunger lift systems 
modeling . 
8. The downstroke analysis becomes irrelevant when a considerable blowdown period i 
allowed . This is due to the long shut-in time necessary to buildup the pressure . 
CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION 
This research has developed a dynamic model to describe plunger lift perfonnanc e 
for gas wells . The model overcomes several of the assumptions used in previous model 
devised for plunger lift applications in oil wells. The upstroke modeling includes the 
transient behavior of the gas at the top of the slug when the tubing valve is open and 
adopts a transition stage to account for the production of the slug to the flowline. It also 
incorporate s a blowdown period usual! required in gas wells. 
The following assumptions are made in the proposed model: (1) all the liquid 
produced is accumulated at the bottom of the tubing, (2) the friction forces in the new 
liquid slug being accumulated are negligible (3) no liquid is carried out in the gas phase 
(4) the friction forces in the tubing-casing annulus are negligible, (5) the instantaneous gas 
mass flowrate behind the plunger is the same throu ghout the tubing during the upstrok e, 
(6) the prop erties in the s stem are constant during small increment s of time and distance , 
(7) the equation of state for real ga applies, ) ga and liquid influx from the re ervoir 
occur s during all stage (9) no gas slippage pa ses the plunger during the upstrok e, ( I 0) 
no liquid fall back occur during the upstroke, and ( l I onl ga i in the flowline prior to 
the up troke stage. 
5.1 Conclusions 
Based on this research the following conclusion are pre ented . 
l . A dynamic plunger lift model for ga wells ha been developed that incorporate well 
performance , flow and shut-in periods , and frictional effects of the expanding ga The 
model helps improve the understanding of the dynamic behavior of plunger lift 
systems . 
2. The model has been compared to several models presented in the literature . The 
model predicts consistent behavior with expected results and field observations . 
3 Several simulations were conducted to assess the effects of various parameters on the 
behavior of plunger systems. This analysis indicates that for given well condition , 
optimum operating characteristic can be determined based on commonl _ observed 
field data such as buildup and blowdown time , casing and tubing pressures . 
4 . Observations from this study include: 
a Blowdown periods are required in ga well for optimum performance with higher 
ga -liquid ratio well requiring longer blowdown times. 
b. The transient behavior of the gas expan ion at the top of the lug when the tubing 
valve is opened create substantial effects in plunger elocit for ga well 
Accurac in modeling the blowdown tage for plunger lift stem prediction 
e sential since ,t direct! influenc the ca in, pres ure, lug ize. and up trok 
velocit ' 
d Liquid fallback increa e the lug ize to tart ith for the up tr ke, increa e th 
o erall pre ur o th tern, and decrea the pr duction rat La k o a 
phenomenological model D r liquid fallba k hinder plunger lift y tern mod ling 
5.2 Recommendations 
This work is an additional step in modeling plunger lift stem . Derivation of the 
equations and assumptions made in the model are detailed facilitating future analysis and 
improvements . Areas for future study are as follows . 
1. Upstroke Model: 
The algorithm used in the model for the gas expansion behind the plunger can be 
improved by incorporating gas slippage between the plunger and the tubing walls. 
Obviously, th.is would account for an extra loss of energy during the upstroke . Liquid 
fallback from the slug should also be included. Both factors have been empiricall 
studied by some authors but no phenomenological model has been proposed . 
2. Buildup Model : 
A constant downstroke elocit , as assumed in the model, is not sufficient! accurate 
for modeling small buildup period . Laboratory as well as field investigations should 
be conducted with the purpose of developing a model for the down troke behavior of 
plungers under different operating cond ition . 
...,  Blowdown Model. 
At the beginning f a blowdo n period after th lug i produced high f1 win , 
elocitie ma be found in ome well Depending on fluid propertie and distribution 
of ga and liquid along the tubing_ a flowpattern that allow ~ r liquid pr duction 
during this period can occur Thi phenomenon can be included in the d nam1 
anal s1 to impro e the modeling of thi stage . 
The use of a plunger lift model, such the one described in thi stud , can ob iou I 
help design and troubleshoot these systems. Different fluid propertie , temperature 
conditions , reservoir pressure , and well and completion characteristics can be simulated 
for optimization as well as for finding suitable fields for such artificial lift application 
The model may be adapted to endeavor different types of s stems, controller , and 
well completion configurations . As an example, a control valve located at bottom-hole in 
the tubing-casing annulus, perhaps could prevent ga located in the annulu to be 
produced during the blowdown stage . Indeed , thi arrangement is a lot easier to be tested 
in the model than in the field. 
NOMENCLATURE 
a Acceleration of the control volume 
a k Instantaneous acceleration of the plunger at the time t k 
a L Acceleration of the liquid in the flowline 
a1 Acceleration of the liquid in the tubing 
A Pipe cross sectional area 
AL Flowline cross sectional area 
A1 Tubing cross sectional area 
C Parameter in Fetkovich equation 
cs Control surface index 
cv Control volume index 
d Pipe diameter 
dL Flowline diameter 
d1 Tubing diameter 
e Pipe rugosity 
f Darcy friction factor 
f L Darcy friction factor of the flow in the flow line 
f 1 Darcy friction factor of the flow in the tubing 
F Body and surface forces in the system 
F8 Body forces 
Fs Surface forces 
g 
gc 
Acceleration of the gravity 
Conversion factor 32 .2 lbm ft s2 / lbf 
GLR1. s1 Gas-liquid ratio 
M Vertical distance between local grid points 
h L Liquid column due to mass income from the reservoir 
k Parameter for friction of a right-angle round elbow 
L Length of pipe inducing friction 
LL Length of the flowline inducing friction 
L1 Length of the slug in the tubing 
m System mass 
m L Mass of liquid in the flowline 
m0 Parameter used in the upstroke model 
m, Mass of liquid in the tubing 
mr Total gas mass in the system tubing and tubing-casing annulus 
m. New gas mass due to income from the reservoir 
m
0
u
1 Gas mass gone to the separator during the time-step dt 
dm g Gas mass income from the reservoir during the time-step dt 
m," Gas mass in the control volume i at the tubing-casing annulus 
m, n+i Gas mass in the control volume j at the tubing-casing annulus after time !1t 
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m/+1 Gas mass in the control volume j at the tubing after time tit 
m/ = mi Present gas mass in the control volume) at the tubing 
m Gas mass flowrate 
mi Gas mass flowrate behind the plunger 
m ½ Gas mass flowrate between control volumes j-1 and j at the tubing 
;- 2 
mi+½ Gas mass flowrate between control volumes) and) + 1 at the tubing 
M g Gas molecular weight 
n F etkovich parameter 
/!J.p Pressure drop due to friction in the pipe 
/!J.pe Pressure loss due to friction in the wellhead (elbow) 
/!J.p ½ Pressure drop due to friction in the pipe between control volumes j and j+ 1 
;+ 2 
p i Pressure at the center of the control volume j 
p 
1 
n Pressure in the control volume j at the time t n 
p 1 Pressure below the plunger 
p 2 Pressure at the highest point of the liquid slug in the tubing 
p 3 Pressure at the front of the liquid slug in the flowline 
P wJ Bottom hole flowing pressure 
P w/ +1 Bottom hole flowing pressure at the time tn +i 
Pw J. iesr Bottom hole flowing pressure during the production test 
pr Reservoir pressure 
q g Gas flowrate 
q g. iesi Gas flowrate during the production test 
q L Liquid flowrate 
R Universal gas constant 
Re Reynolds number 
S g Gas specific gravity 
t Time 
t" Present time (before the time-step tit ) 
t n+i Time after the time-step !it 
t k Instantaneous time during upstroke model 
dt Small increment of time for the derivative 
tit Small increment of time for integration 
T, Absolute temperature within the control volume i 
T Arithmetic average of the absolute temperature within the volume 
v Fluid velocity 
v k Instantaneous velocity of the plunger at the time t k 
v L Fluid velocity in the flow line 
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v1 Fluid velocity in the tubing 
v Velocity of an open surface of the control volume 
V L Velocity of the open surface of the slug at the flow line ( wellhead) 
V1 Velocity of the open surface of the slug at the tubing ( wellhead) 
VJ+½ Velocity of the gas at the boundary between control volumes j and j + 1 
V System volume 
V Volume of the control volume i 
dVL Volume ofliquid accumulated during the time dt 
w System weight 
x k Instantaneous location of the plunger at the time t k 
dx Small increment of distance for the derivative 
z Gas deviation factor 
z Gas deviation factor at average properties 
p Fluid density 
p L Liquid density 
pi Gas density at the point i 
p 
1 
n Gas density at the point j at the time t n 
pg" Gas density at standard conditions 
p Gas density at the average properties in the volume 
µ Fluid viscosity 
Subscripts 
Tubing-casing annulus control volume index 
J Control volume index in the tubing and flowline 
j = N Lowest control volume in the tubing ( for gas at the top of the slug) 
j = 1 Control volume located at the end of the flowline (for gas at the top of the slug) 
k Subscript for instantaneous values of parameters during upstroke 
t " Index for present values of parameters 
t n+ i Index for parameters after the time-step tit 
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APPENDIX A 
FOR TRAN code of the algorithm for the main program. 
Cppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp pppppppppppppppppp 
Program Cycle s7 
C Copyright 04/28/96. PE . University of Oklahoma. 
C 
C Devised by Sandro Gasbarri , Graduate Student of Petroleum 
C Engineering under the super;, ision of Michael Wiggins . 
C 
C 
C 
Plunger Lift Program 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CHARACTER•20 Cas e 
Integer LFri cCor .GFricCor ,OptGasTS ,Cyclter 
Integer FlagIPR ,Wdraw 
Real•8 TubDepth,Tavg ,Dti.Dli 
Real •8 TubSLLen. VelErr or , WaterCut.E sDt. EsDI 
Real•8 API ,Sg,Tbh ,Twh.LinArea ,TubArea ,AnnArea ,LineLen g 
Real•8 X I.X2.X3 . YI ,Interpol, Y3 
Real•8 PlunWeig ,RhoLiq 
Real •s firsLeng, ValvDiam ,Psep , PTopSlug ,gVelErro. TMax.dtSecFa c 
Real•8 TubRug os, LinRugos ,PwhcSet.PB otPlun ,Dte.Dci .Ptol,TTMold 
Real•8 tbSet ,dtb.Pwfbuild ,Pwhcasng ,Pwhtubng ,tb .SlugBuil .xd,SlugTol 
Real•8 VolumLiq ,tu ,xu ,Pwf 
Real •8 Pb ,qL Te st,qgTe st .PwITest ,nf.Pre s.GLR.IPR l .IPR2. IPR3 . IPR4 
Real•8 PcAct.Slu gAber,Cyc Pday 
Real•8 VplunLiq ,VplunGa s, td.DataSlu g.O ldSlug ,FirstPwf 
Real•8 Temp I , Relax4 , Temp3 ,CycPdayC. BPD , BPDc 
Real•8 dtBD ,tBD.PwhBD ,upSurVel .Psur .LiqLos s 
Integer N 1,N2 ,N3 ,FlagICs .FlagLin e.J .Jt .i.JustRead 
Real•8 Pwhc(5000) ,Pwht(500 0) ,t(5000). Slug (5000) ,Pwfi(5000) 
Real•8 PlungLoc(5000). Vel(5000) 
Rea l•8 Pwhct(4000 ). Pwhtt (4000) ,tt(4000). Slugt(4000). Pwfit(4000) 
Real•8 PlungLot( 4000) .Velt(4000). tL 
Real•8 Vavg,Slugtu.bdt.bdPwh.bt.bPwhc.SlugVel.SurSLLen 
Real•8 FBl ,FB2 .FB3 
Rea1•8 inTTM ,gas Mflow.o lddt ,dx ,gas Mfl .TTMre s.SepRestr 
Interp ol (xl.x2.x3 ,y l ,y3) = ((x2-x I )• (y3-y l ))/ (x3-x I) + y I 
C Calling General Data subroutine for Cycl es 
Call Data6 (fubDepth.Tavg.Dli.Dti.Dte.Dci.DataS!ug.API,Sg, 
Tbh .Twh .WaterCut .TubAr ea .LinArea ,AnnArea .FirstPwf .PlunWei g, 
VelErr or.Ca se .TubRu gos .LinRu gos .EsDt.E sDI.LFri cCo r.GFri cCor , 
LineLeng .OptGa sTS. firsLe ng . Valv Diam. Psep . PwhcSet.tbS et. dtb . 
PTopSlug. Ptol ,gVe lErr o.TM ax ,N l .N2.N3 .dtSecFac .FlagICs. FlagLinc. 
Pres. Flag IPR. Wdraw. Pb .q L Test ,qgTcs t .GLR. PwITest.nf.RhoLiq , 
VplunLiq , VplunGa s.S lugTol.dtBD .tBD .PwhBD.FB I .FB2.FB3 ,SepRestr ) 
Call Estimate (Case .FlaglPR .Wdraw.TubDepth.Dti ,Sg.Tavg , 
Psep. Pb .Pres ,q LTest,qgTest. PwIT est. nf.PcA ct.Slu gAber .CycPday. 
C Initial ize 
Cyclter = 
JustRead = 0 
IPR! .IPR2. IPR3.IPR4 ) 
If ( OptGasTS .eq. 4) JustRead = 
Temp I = FirstPwf 
Rclax4 = 0 .7 
VolumLiq = 0. 
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ITMold = 0. 
C Estimate slug size 
OldSlug = DataSlug 
Do While ((ABS(SlugBuil-OldSlug) /( (SlugBuil + l .E-5)) .gt .SlugTol ) 
.or. ( Cyclter .It. 4 ) 
.or. (ABS(Temp3-S lugBuil) /((SlugBuil + l .E-5)) .gt.S lugTol)) 
J = 0 
tL = 0 . 
C BuildUp6 is going to use !VolumLiq and 
C ! either ITMold or Pwf !from leftovers 
C BuildUp6 is limited to use DataSlug on first iteration 
TTMold = 0 . 
Pwfbuild = Temp 1 
Temp3 = SlugBuil 
Call BuildUp6(TubArea ,AnnArea.TubDepth.RhoLiq,Ptol,GLR,Sg, 
Pb , Pres , Flag IPR. IPR l ,IPR2 . IPR3 .IPR 4. Toh , Twh ,N3, PwhcSet , tbSet , 
dtb.VplunLiq ,VplunGas ,td ,Psep ,Cyclter,DataSlug , 
Case ,VolumLiq ,Pwfbuild ,ITMold.Pwhcasng,Pwhtubng,tb ,SlugBuil .xd , 
Jt .tt.Slugt,Pwfit.Pwhct,Pwhn.PlungLot ,Velt) 
bt = n(Jt ) 
bPwhc = Pwhct(Jt ) 
Doi = l.Jt 
Velt(i ) = - Velt(i ) 
EndD o 
Call Update(tL.Jt .tt ,Slugt. Pwfit. Pwhct. Pwhtt.PlungLot. Veit, 
J. t. Slug , Pwfi , Pwhc, Pwht. PlungLo c, Vel) 
Write (• ,4001 )' BUILDUP: ' . SlugBuil, 
' ft Slug pwf= '.Pwfit(Jt-1 ) 
If ( Abs(xd + TubDepth) .gt. I. ) Then 
Write (• ,•)'Plunger did not reach bottom hole' 
Goto 1999 
Endlf 
C Estimated slug size for the upstrok e 
If ( Cyclter .eq. l ) SlugBuil = DataSlug 
If ( SlugBuil .gt. I . ) Then 
Rela x4 = ( Relax4 + ABS(SlugBuil-Temp3 )/SlugBuil•! 0. )/2 
Relax4 = Min ( Relax4 . 0.7) 
Relax4 = Max ( Relax4 . 0 .0 1) 
TubSLLen = SlugBuil•(l .-Relax4 ) + OldSlug•(Relax4 ) 
Endlf 
OldSlug = TubSLLen 
C Define pressures at top and bottom of the system for the upstrok e 
PBotPlun = Pwfbuild 
PTopSlu g = Pwfbuild - SlugBuil•RhoLiq / 144 . 
C TTM old set to zero to be calculated as the one in the casing 
ITM old = 0. 
C VolumLiq below the plung er 
VolumLiq = 0. 
Writ e (•.4001 )' UPSTROKE :'. TubSLLen . 
' ft Slug goi ng to surfa ce 
•g /gc(psi ) 
Call Upstrok6(TubDepth.Dli.Dti .TubSLLen.SurSLLen , 
Sg.Thh.Twh.TubArea.LinArea.AnnArea.PBotPlun.PlunWeig.VelErr or . 
Case.TubRugos.LinRu gos. EsDt.E sDl.LFri cCor.GFri cCo r.LineLen g. 
OptGasTS. firs Leng. Valv Diam . Psep. PwhcSet. PT opSlug. Ptol. 
gVe lErro .TM ax.N l .N2.N3 .dtSecFac ,FlagICs.F lagLine.J ustRead, x 
Flag IPR.IPR l .IPR2.IPR3 .IPR4.Pb .Pres. GLR .RhoLiq .Tavg ,API. WaterCut 
.TTMr es,gas Mfl.inTTM ,gas Mflow.o lddt.d x. 
Pwf. tu .xu . VolumL iq. TIM old. upSurVel . Psur. Liq Loss. 
Jt.tt .Slugt.Pwfit.Pw hct.Pwhtt.Plun gLot . Velt.FB l .FB2. FB3) 
Vavg = TubDepth /tu 
C Obtain Time and Velocity when surfa cing 
Do i=2.Jt 
If ( (PlungLot( i)) .le . -TubSLLcn ) Th en 
SlugVel = Velt(i) 
Slugtu = tt(i) 
Endlf 
EndD o 
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tL = t(J) 
C Actualize parameters for output file 
Call Update (tL.Jt.tt ,Slugt ,Pwfit ,Pwhct ,Pwhtt.PlungLot , Veit , 
J. t , Slug , Pwfi , Pwhc, Pwht , PlungLoc ,Vel) 
If ( Abs(xu + 0 .) .gt. 5. ) Then 
Write (•.•)'Plunger did not reach surface ' 
Goto 1999 
Else 
Write (•.4001) ' BLOWDOWN: ' .SurSLLen. 
' ft Slug in the flowline pwf= '.Pwfit(Jt) 
Endlf 
C Run the Blowdown 
Call Blowdow6 (ITMold ,TubArea.AnnArea.TubDepth. 
RhoLiq .VolurnLiq ,Pwf .Ptol,Sg ,Tbh .Twh,N3. 
upSurVel.dtBD,tBD.PwhBD ,LinArea .Psep,SepRestr , 
Flag IPR.IPR l .IPR2 ,IPR3 ,IPR4 ,Pb ,Pres.GLR ,Case.Psur, 
Dti.Dli.EsDt.EsDl ,GFricCor ,LFricCor, 
Line Leng ,SurSLLen. Ve I Error .API. WaterCut , 
TTMres ,gasMfl, inTTM ,gasMflow .olddt ,dx, 
Jt ,tt ,Slugt.Pwfit ,Pwhct.Pwhtt.PlungLot ,Velt ) 
If ( Jt .gt. 0 ) Then 
bdt = tt(Jt) 
bdPwh = Min(Pwhtt(Jt) ,Pwhtt(Jt-1)) 
Endlf 
tL = t(J) 
C Actualize parameters for output file 
Call Update (tL.Jt ,tt ,Slugt.Pwfit.Pwhct. Pwhtt, PlungLot, Veit. 
J , t. Slug , Pwfi . Pwhc , Pwht , PlungLoc ,Vel) 
c Write (•.4001) ' SLOWDOWN :', Slugt (Jt), 
Writ e (•.4001 ) ' BLOWDOWN :' . VolurnLiq / (TubArea / 144 .), 
' ft NewSlug after blowdown pwf= ' ,Pwf 
C Estimate Pwf for BuildUp6 
Tempi = Pwf 
Cyclter = Cyclter + 
EndD o 
Writ e (• , •) 'Pc Act SlugAber CycPda y BPD ' 
BPD = SlugAbcr•(TubArea/144.) /5.6!5•CycPday 
Writ e (• .111) PcAct.Slu gAber ,CycPday ,BPD 
Write (•.•) 'PcSet SlugBuil CycPdayC BPD ' 
CycPdayC = 84600./(tb +tu +tBD ) 
BPDc = SlugBuil• (t .-LiqLoss)•(TubArea/144.) /5 .6 I 5•CycPdayC 
Write (• . 111) PwhcSet .SlugBuil.CycPda yC.BPDc 
111 Form at (FI0.3.FI 0.3. FI0.3.FI0 .3) 
Call Show5 (Casc.J .t.Slug .Pwfi.Pwh c. Pwht. V cl. PlungLoc. 
Pc Act ,Slug Aber. Cyc Pda y, BPD. PwhcSet ,SlugBuil , CycPda yC. BP De) 
Call Show6(Case ,J .t .Slug . Pwfi . Pwh c. Pwht. Vet .PlungLo c, 
PcAct.Slu gAber ,CycPday. BPD. Pwh cSet. tbSet.SlugBuil ,CycPdayC ,BPDc, 
Vavg .Slugtu.Slu gVel.tu .tbd.PwhBD ,bdt .bdPwh ,bt.bPwh c, LiqLos s, 
TubDepth .LineLen g .Dli .Dti.Dt e.Dci.API.S g.Tbh.Twh. 
WaterCut .PlunWeig ,Psep ,Pb.qLTe st,qgTest.PwlTest ,nf. 
Flag IPR. Pres. DataSlu g .FirstPwt) 
400 1 Format (Al 1.FI 0.3. A3 l.FI0 .3) 
1999 Stop 
End 
Cpppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 
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APPENDIXB 
Friction factor and fluids properties estimates . 
Two correlations have been incorporated into the program for calculating the 
turbulent friction factor , 12 Chen ' s equation and Churchill ' s equation. Both use the 
Reynolds number and rugosity factor . The former was used for all cases simulated in this 
work. A third option consists of an arithmetic average between the friction factors 
obtained using both correlations . When the flow is laminar, i.e., Reynolds number is less 
than 2,500 , the friction factor is calculated as 64/Re. If the flow is in the transition zone , 
i.e., Reynolds number is greater than 2,100 and less than 4,100 and interpolation is made 
between the turbulent and laminar friction factors . 
The oil viscosity is calculated using Beggs and Robinson ' s correlation 15 for a given 
API gravity and fluid temperature . The temperature assumed is the average between the 
wellhead and the bottom hole temperature . The water viscosity is assumed to be 1 cP . 
The total liquid viscosity and density are calculated with a weighted arithmetic average of 
the oil and water values considering the water cut. 
The gas viscosity is calculated for a given pressure , temperature , and gas gravity 
usmg Lee and Gonzales equation 15 . The gas deviation factor is calculated with the 
approximation of the Dranchuk Abou-Kassem equation 15 to the Standing Katz z-factor 
chart . The numerical procedure includes as parameters the pseudo-reduced temperatur e 
and pressure. and pseudo-reduced density which also depends on the z-factor . Iteration s 
are made to converge to a relative error of 0.1 %. 
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APPENDIX C 
Data file, data 7 a. txt , for the example shown in section 3. 3. 1. In this example only the 
upstroke subroutine was modeled . 
data7 
lbbl-1000fpm-
8000ft 
8000 Tubing Depth (ft) 
2000 Flowline Length (ft) 
2.995 
1. 995 
2.375 
4.892 
30 
0.65 
200 
100 
0.15 
5 
60 
2000 
. 1 
.1 
100 
0.8 
1 
1500 
1170 
4000.0 
0. 
70 
259 
344 
Dli Flowline diameter (in) 
Dti Tubing internal diameter 
Dte Tubing external diameter 
Dci Casing internal diameter 
Oil API 
Sg Gas Specific gravity 
(in) 
(in) 
(in) 
Tbh Bottom-hole temperature (F) 
Twh Wellhead temperature (F) 
Water Cut (%/100) 
PlunWeig Plunger weight (lbm) 
Psep Separator pressure (psi) 
Pb Bubble point pressure when Vogel (psi) 
qL Liquid production in the Test (BPD) 
qg Gas production in the Test (MSCFD) 
PwfTes Pwf in the Test (psi) 
n Fetkovich factor 
FlagIPR l=>Fetkovich 2=> Vogel/Standing 
Pr Reservoir pressure (psi) 
SetPwhc Controlling buildup Pressure (psi) 
tbSet, Controlling buildup time (s) 
tbdSet, Controlling Slowdown time (s) 
Pwht Minimum wellhead pressure while Slowdown (psi) 
TubSLLen First Slug approximation (ft) 
FirstPwf First Pwf approximation for buildup (psi) 
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Data file, data 7b . txt , for the example shown in section 3. 3 .1. 
data7b 
0.0001 
lE-07 
0.001 
0.001 
0.00058 
0.00058 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
2 
900 
1 
0 
1 
30 
1 
4 
10 
10 
1 
172 
1000 
2 
0 
1 
Velocity tolerance for liquid (%/100) 
Pressure tolerance for gas expansion 
Velocity tolerance in gas at Top Slug 
Slug tolerance for cycle (%/100) 
Tubing Rugosity (ft) 
Line Rugosity (ft) 
FBl Not used for fallback 
(%/100) 
(%/100) 
FB2 Intercept for fallback (here is+) (gal/s) 
FB3 Slope for fallback (gal/s / ft/s) 
Turbulence Friction Correlation Liquid 1,2,3 
Turbulence Friction Correlation Gas 1,2,3 
How to get gas at Top Slug Behavior (1,2,3,4=Gravit) 
Time Max for gas at Top Slug (sec) 
First grid Length (Flowline) (ft) 
Valve Diameter (0➔ average) (in) 
Separator gas Restriction 
dtb, maximum buildup time increment (sec) 
Wdraw 1=> yes 0=> no. Gas withdrawal for static estimate 
Nl Segments in flowline 
N2 Segments in tubing 
N3 Segments in Casing 
Multiplier for the estimated dt in gas at Top Slug 
Downstroke Velocity of the plunger in Liquid (ft/min) 
Downstroke Velocity of the plunger in Gas (ft/min) 
approximated Blowdown dt(s) 
Flag ICs (gas at Top of the Slug). 0=>t=0, l=>t>0 
Flag for dt flowline 0=>As Here l=>free(gasTopSlug) 
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APPENDIX D 
Output summary file of the model for Example 7.42 from Abercrombie . 
P lunger Lift Pro g ra m, Case:Abercrombie 7 .42 
--------------- Pc (psi) Slug(ft) eye/day 
Abercrombie: 335 .7 3 284.5 3 6 7.63 6 
nv namic 4 21.83 227. 64 79.165 
uy namic Model Output Data 
Gas Production Rate 383.1 9 MSCFD 
Liquid Production Rate 69.67 BPD 
Minimum Casing Pressure 372.27 psi 
Maximum Casing Pressure 421.83 psi 
Minimum Tubing Pressure 60.00 psi 
Maximum Tubing Pressure 353.21 psi 
cycles per Day 79.17 C/D 
Average Upstroke Velocity 1849.70 fpm 
S lu g Surfacing Velocity 1722.44 fpm 
SLg S;,irfa ::::i.r.g A.r :cival TimE: 3 :;,.s. 8& s 
Pl unge r Surfacing Arrival Time 324.38 s 
Slug Built Size 227. 6 4 ft 
% o f S lug Lost in Tubing .00 % 
BlowDown Time .00 s(*) 
BlowDown Well Head Pressure .00 psi 
Build Up Time 718.53 s 
Build Up Casing Pressure 420.00 psi(*) 
Dynam ic Model Well I nput Data 
Gas Liquid Ratio 5 . 50 ;,1SCF / 8 
Tubing Depth 10000.00 ft 
Flowline Length 5000.00 ft 
F low li n e Diameter 3 .9 95 in 
Tu bi ng I nsi de Diameter 1 . 995 in 
Tu bing Out s i de Diameter 2 . 375 in 
Casi ng In si de Diameter 4 . 8':!2 in 
Oil. Gravity API 3 0 . 00 
Gas Gravity ( air=l ) . 65 
Bottom hole Temperatur e 245 . 00 of 
Well He ad Temperatur e 80 . 00 of 
Water Cut . 0 1 Fract 
Pl unger Weight 5 . 00 lb 
Se p a r a t or Pressur e 60 . 00 psi 
Bu bble Po int Pressur e 2 0 00 . 00 ps i 
Liqu i d Pr od u c tion Tes t 1 00 . 00 BPD 
Gas Prod u c tion Test 550 . on MSCFD 
Bot t om hole Pr ess ur e Tes t . 00 ps i 
Vogel - Stand in g 'Js eci 
Average Reservoir f' ressur e 1 0 00 . 00 rsi 
Bu ild Up Co n trol : 
Maxim u m Casing Pressu ~e 420 . 00 psi 
Maximum Time Bui l d Up 10000.0J s 
Slowdown Control : 
Max imum Tim e 
Mi n imum Tubin q P.wh 
Approx i mate Sl ug Le ngth 
Approx im a t e Ini ti a l Pwf 
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. 00 s 
70 . 00 p s1. 
1 80 . 00 ft 
360 . 00 psi 
BPD 
74.4 0 
6 9. 67 
APPENDIX E 
Output summary file of the model for Example 7.42 from Abercrombie 
when using 70 seconds of blowdown time. 
Plunger Lift Prog ram, Case:Abercrombie 7.42+ bd 
--------------- Pc( psi) Slug(ft) Cyc/day BPD 
Abercrombie: 335.73 284.53 6 7.636 74.40 
Dynami c 391 .30 30 5 .51 62 .399 73.70 
. , nami c Model output Data 
Gas Production Rate 
Liquid Production Rate 
Minimum Casing Pressure 
Maximum Casing Pressure 
Minimum Tubing Pressure 
Maximum Tubing Pressure 
Cycles per Day 
Average Upstroke Velocity 
Sl ug Surfacing Velocity 
Sl11g ~u:;:-f,H.:i:1g An:ival Timeo 
Pl unger Surfacing Arrival Time 
Slug Built Size 
% of Slug Lost in Tubing 
BlowDown Time 
BlowDow n Well Head Pressure 
Build Up Time 
Build Up Casing Pressure 
Dynami c Model Well Input Data 
Gas Liquid Ratio 
Tubing Deptti 
Flowline Length 
Flowli ne Diameter 
Tubin g Ins ide Diameter 
Tubing Outside Diameter 
Cas ing Inside Diameter 
Gil Gravity API 
Gas Gravity (air=l) 
Bott om hol e Temperature 
Wel l Head Temperature 
Water Cut 
Pl unger Weight 
Sepa rator Pres sure 
Bubbl e Po int Press ure 
Liq uid Production Test 
Gas Prod uction Test 
Bottom hole Pressure T~st 
Vog el - Stcnding Used 
~verage ~ese rvoir Pressure 
Buil d Up Control: 
Maxim um casi ng Pressu~ e 
Maximum Ti me Build Up 
Slowdown Contro l: 
Maximum Time 
Minimum Tubing .Pwh 
Approximat e S lug Le ngth 
Appro xim a t e I nitial Pwf 
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405.35 MSCFD 
73.70 BPD 
329.94 psi 
391.30 psi 
60.00 psi 
312.04 psi 
62.40 C/D 
1374.11 fprn 
1218.24 fpm 
~26.89 s 
436.65 s 
305.51 ft 
.00 % 
70.51 s(*) 
149.26 psi 
834.35 s 
390.00 psi(*) 
5.50 MSCF/B 
10000.00 ft 
5000 . 00 ft 
3.995 in 
1.99 5 in 
2 .37 5 in 
4 .8 92 in 
30 .0 0 
. 6 5 
24 5. 00 oF 
C0.00 oF 
. 0 1 Fract 
5 .0 0 lb 
6 0.0 0 psi 
2000 . 00 psi 
100 . 00 BPD 
550 . 00 MSCFD 
. 00 psi 
1000 . 00 psi 
:J90 . 00 ps i 
10000 . 00 s 
70.00 s 
70 . 00 ps i 
350 . 00 ft 
250 . 00 ps i 
APPENDIXF 
Flowline Diameter Sensitivity Analysis with the Model 
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